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Mr, David G. Plande#s, Chieg 2/21/80 
FOIAPA Branch 
FBI 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear Mr. Flanders, 

Your letter of two days ago deals with matters that were required by the gtipulation 

in CeAs 75-1996 to have been complied with by 11/1/77. +t was not mailed to me. It and 
ite attachments were hnaded to my counsel yesterday, in the courtroom. I thus was not 

,@ble to examine them and make any reference to them. Examination of your letter and 

“the attachments leaves me with no doubt at all that this was designed to make any 

reference other than your counsel's usual misrepresentations impossible. . 

Consistent with this is the fact that although this matter has come up at all 

recent Calendar calls you did nothing at all about it, persisting in the same untruths, 

ugtil I addressed it in my affidavit of 2/2/80, when I characterized your SA Wood's 
‘ genresantelions as untruthful. They ‘were under oath. You then did nothing until after 

“the last minute. 4y then you were wall on your way to accomplishing the objective of 

all these false representations and falsely-sworn affidavits. 

Consistent with the foregoing your letter also is untruthful, I specify, from 

the topes 

oe You state that you provide "exact duplicates of the black and white photographs 

* of the Arrow Street map of Atlanta contained in Atlanta Fielf Office bulky exhibit 134" 

It isn't. As Exhibit 8 to my 2/2/80 affidavit reflects, what this Atlanta bulky 
holds is "enlarged copies of an Atlanta area map," It is represented in that Atlanta 

record as "too large to rin off on the xerox machihe. ” This also is filse. ZI have © 

made a weroX of what you provided and I will be Soing what you gid not do. I will 

assemble it, oo - 

However, I do not have to assemble the parte to state unequivocally that ‘you. 

have not provided all of that map and that what you have provided is not "enlarged." 

Comparing the cover of the fraction of a map with what you misrepresent. as the on 

complete map ig more than enough to establish the untruthfulness of your representation,



nO 

Besaune 1 a child could look at what a ergvided and comprehend that it is far 
Avtatty or Aaa fa alate 

from a map of the, Atlanta area, far — a complete maps and because anyone who can 

read could perceive that what is on the cover is not in what you sent, I believe it 

ds a not unreasonable presuaption that your FOTAPA Branh also knew this and deliberately 

misrepresented to the Vourt and, as a non-lawyer uses the word, deliberately deffauded me, 

Your next paragrpah begins, "Upon a closer scrutiny of the bulky exhibit inventory 

sheets of the Atlanta bully exhibits, we have determined that the original map was | 

sent to FBI Headquarters.oo." | 

Dayeés't the FBI made an adequate check before it makes any kind of a repregantation 

under oath to a fdéderal court? I did it before you did, after you provide falsely- 

sworn assurances, and attached what you provide as sthechioant ee as Exhibit 7 to my 

affidavit of 2/19/80, which my counsel was not able to file prior to the status call, 

Sefore then, through my counsel 7 provided the Court with completely accurate representa- 

tions.(I also have as Exhibit 8 what you do not provide, the typed version of this 

record, not prepared until a week jater, Atlanta 44~2386-1710, ) 

_At FBIHQ, you say, it was photographed in black and white, and two sets of these 

photographs wepp sent to Atlanta. You dt not say what happened to the nagativesfrom 

: which these ge folecrd copies were ma@e. FBIHQ should still have ‘Sdeiot ana should 

still have been able to print from theme Why didnit you? Your counsel indulged, as he 

is wont to indulge, in Squiumemee irrelevancies having to do with an enormously 

inflated cost, but making prints is cheap, The FBI's cost for an 8x10 is ony 40¢6 

ue nanagednot to let the Court know that FBIHQ had a negative or negativesy and on this 

basis alone had no reason to withhold at any times. Not that it ever had any basise 

You say that .two black-rand-yhite copies were sent +o Atlanta and that it still has 

” them. Obviously, then there was never any problem in providing one copye But ypu, 

sworn representation was that it was not possible. 

You indulge in deceptive liberties with word in your third paragraphs You speak. 

of Atlanta not having the original map, which has nothing at all to do with being able 

to provide a copys This you describe as re~confirmation, for all the world as though



it Gould not provide a copy, which it could have at any time and was required to do 

unless you were going to violate the Stipulation. It gets real Cute when you say that 

"Altanta also confirmed (sic) that these copies were previously forwarded to Head 

quarters during the second Administrative “eview for releawe to you under " FOLA, 

Confirmed? Your agent swore to the Opposite and your Branch mislead the appeals office 

into swearing to the opposite, -sinstespiomnees + 

Yu conclude this paragrpah with, " we are unable to determine what became of the 

original map," Asdide from the fact that in all this you bypass the FYIHW® negative(s) 

from which it made two enlyfiged copies for Atlanta, you do not represent any effort 

to determine what happened to the original map. 

Item 2 of my 12/23/75 request is for "All receipts for any items of physi¢gal 

evidence." You made no search to comply with this Ften and attested to no search, 

Are you asking me to believe that the FBI sends things around without receipts, or 

that it fas receipts just to throw then away when it is dealing with evidence in a- 

criminal prosecution, especially one of the Maghitude of this one? I have examined 

too many FBI records to believe that either is possible, However, if you did comply 

with this ttem you could not have made false representations, and you had your om 

motive for untruthful representation, which I will come to and have addressed in an . 

Lae affidavit and my wounmmmk counsel did state, without contradiction, to the Court, 

At this point you leave what you refer to as "the Atlanta nape" No wonder, when 

there were several different ones and you mies no reference at all to the otherse 

On 4/15/68 Atlanta sent & a lisf of what it obtained from the flophouse at which 

Ray had rented a room, allegedly with the assent of the owner, (Atkanta 44-3886 1-1409 ) 

The second and third items are "a gulf Oil Company map of Atlanta" and "An Arrow map 

of greater Atlanta" (sic), | 7 be | 

Here there are two Atlanta maps, but you refer to one only. There is a third . 
or ’ 

in my Exhibits 7 and 8, referred to above, wtime was hagh Carried to Washington by 

SA John B, Reyholds. The reason you do not refer to this third is becauge it, like oe 

the other physical evidence listed in those two records, were taken in a ballck bag 

job, FPBIHWY directed that an affidavit denying there had been a tlack bag job te 

det,



provided, and the SAC, rather than the SA who did the Job, Burgess, executed the mise 

leading and deceptive aftfavit. (It also is anahibit in my 2/19/80 affidavit.) The 
items takan in this black bag job are not duplicated in the other lists of physical 

evidence from Atlanta. | 

Your SA Wood swore in live testimony that when Atlanta provided these items it 

told FBIHQ that if it did not want them to destroy them, that they wre only dunks 
r 

He represented, as the transcipt show, that he was quoting atlanta on this, So I. 

thank you for providing a copy of Atlanta Serial 1409, which I overlooked in the % 
ryves tha eppus ite. ofp 

haste with which I had to prepare my affidavit. It wage what your coungel would. have 

the Vourt believe, and apparently persafided the Court to believe, that there is no. 

reason for yy not believing what the FEL states, (He also repeatedly protested my 

aegation that the FBI's affirmations were not truthful) hy thanks if for providing 

additional proof of my accuracy and your untruthfulness melmmme under oath. Serial — 

1409, which does include authantio junk, like 4) Box of Nabisco saltime orackers}; 

5) a jar of French's mustard’, and a can of Caynation milk and a jar of instant coffee, 

  

sugar, *rench dressing, lima beans and isle black pepper, also concludes with proof of 

the falisty of Wood's testimony: "Upon completion of this examination it is mequested 

that the enclosed items be returned to the Atlanta Division." (There will be no 
» 

_ occasion for Wood to swaar that Atlanta “ivision ate the stuff :) 

This Exhibit also lists nine other maps you do not account for, including a 

second one of Los Angeles. Yet Wood swore to three only, 

All of this stuff was sent the fingerprint section of the Lab. We have heard 

nothing oe ue Print Th rat Fees section in this litigation. Nor has any FBI record identifying | 

the many other mm ae prints, “aah Je Tames Earl Ray' 8, been ronan comes accross ap super 

man, one who handles a dozen maps that ola “aise ‘prints yet: leaves but a apnea print, 

none on thisyone Atlanta map he supposedly held while he marked it upe) ta that 

according to Atlanta 1332, which is FRIHQ's teletype of 4/17/68, FEIHQ made no 
comparisons except with other wfpints by then picked up in this case. Now just suppoge — 

  

that the mysterious Raoul's were on the mustard jar?



You conclude by confirming what + knew, that Ray's lone print was on the Mexico 

map, and with what 1 don't believe, that "we are unable to locate the map itself," 

You do not say that you tried to locate it, and not trying guarantees inability; and 

you do not state that you have no copies anywhere. 

Again I remind you of the Item that requests all copies of any receipts for 

all physical evidence. 1¢ you had made any search at all you would have know that 
M2 lew Mop ped ; 

this (and the /Atlanta map were provided to the prosecution, which include@ them in its 

proffer of evidence it would have used at a trial in the guilty plea hearing, This 

also you were told through your counsel, with your SA Wood present, at an earlier 

Calendar fall. So you were not unaware of tthe assitatance I had provided, if you 

were of a mind to comply with thojact and my requestg, which clearly you were note 

All ottnee Liens are within my requests and the Stipulatiom, There is no 

| question of scope with waqgiamimgs. regard to them, I'll waive on the once-edibles, 

unless photographs of them exist, in which event I'11 acept photogr#bphs. All the 

other physical evidence is spitable for chpying and I still want and expect copies 

of them. I will also file a copy of this an an appeal in the evant you do not provide 

these copies voluntarily. 

with whic UM hep nove, 
ALL, I rémind you again, despite the deceptiveness ef the Atlanta list, my 

Exhibit 8, and the even greater deceptiveness of the FOLAPA letter for Director 

Kelley's signature, are within the Stipulation,and the Serials are listed. 

If you had undertaken to prove that the FBI misrepresents and provides jamepaan 

knowingly false affidavits and testimony in (y east) my FOIA cases you cold not 

Meuitiep have succeeded better. 

In this cage, however, you procured an objective by these means, Whether or not 

i can do anything about it only an effort will disclosed However, I an providing a 

copy of this to my counsel and I am asking him to call it to the attention of the 

Vourt you did succeed in misleading. 

Meanwhile, how about beginning with a full copy of the Atlanta map? The one you



a 
butchered and then provided copies of the remnant, Isss than complete hab it is, iT 

wot cra lly 
nonetheless had more encircled areas on it than was( tepresented, siiggnaig amie bri thout 

having at least one and I think two that also are officially represented as being 

on it. 

You may believe the official mythologies’ about me and my work and if you do I 

don't really care. However, for what follows, I tell you that my major concern is 

about the functioning and non—functioning of our basic institutions in time of great 

stress and thereafter. fou have provided me with what I regard a8 a valuable, and I 

regret to say entirely faithful, self-portrait of the FBI at the time of the crime and 

thereafter. To make it easier for scholars of the future, maybe I'll start a new 

file and in the skilled propaganda style of the FBI call it FOISCAM, 

Minoeredys 

[feud (rs 
Harold Weisberg


